Flowchart instructions

General storage info













Separate solid from liquid
Do not sort and store chemicals alphabetically unless they have first been
separated into hazard groups
Store liquid chemicals below the eye level
Always close the caps
Keep bottles in the upright position
Do not store chemicals on benches or inside fumehood
Do not stockpile chemicals
Return chemicals to their storage location when not in use
Post a chemical compatibility chart in the lab and next to chemical storage rooms for
reference
Use retention tray for liquid

Do not hesitate to contact SCC if you need help

START:
is the GHS
pictogram on
the label?

Hazard storage
group

Hazard statement

contains
‘may cause fire
or explosion;
strong
oxidizers’?

YES

YES

Oxidiser






From START, move downward until you reach the GHS pictogram you have on the label
Follow the flowchart to identify the storage group and the recommended storage
location
Label cabinet with the proper storage pictogram(s)

If you have multiple GHS pictograms:
Check if you need to keep your chemicals in a secured cupboard (
following the instructions from the multiple pictograms section



=look away) by

Always review sections 7 and 10 of the Safety Data Sheet to determine any special
storage requirement and verify chemical incompatibilities

Separate chemical storage groups in different cupboards. Please refere to the
compatibility chart
(https://scc.epfl.ch/files/content/sites/sbsst/files/Chemical%20Incompatibilities.pdf)

Label the cupboard with the corresponding storage pictogram(s)


Where/How to store

Storage
pictogram

 Dedicated ventilated cabinet
 Segregation/isolation from all other
chemicals

Multiple pictograms

More
pictograms on
lebel?

YES

Go
to A

NO

NO

contains
‘catches fire
spontaneously’
or
‘in contact with
water emits’?

YES

YES

Pyrophoric/
water reactive

STOP

Keep out of reach of unauthorised people
(locked away)
 Locked lab safety fridge (EX-fridge)
 Glove box
 Locked dedicated ventilated cabinet
 Under inert gas if required

Lab safety fridge (EX-fridge are sparkfree)
Flame resistant cabinet
EI90 cupboard

Flammable

NO
NO

REMINDER (EPFL Polylex, LEX 1.5.7)
 15 L max are allowed outside ventilated
cabinets.
 100 L max are allowed in ventilated and
hardly flammable (agglomerate, metallic)
cabinets in the laboratory.
 150 L max are allowed per fire proof,
ventilated EI90 cabinet.

More
pictograms on
lebel?

YES

Go
to A

NO

STOP

A

YES

Organic or
inorganic
acid?

contains
‘causes severe skin
burns and eye
damage’?

YES

YES

NO

NO

Inorganic acid
Organic acid

Keep out of reach of non authorised people
(locked away)
Locked ventilated cabinet (acid compatible)
Locked standard wooden ventilated cabinet
Retention tray to separate organic and
inorganic

Inorganic acid
Organic acid

Corrosive/acid
compatible
ventilated
cabinet
Standard wooden ventilated cabinet
Retention tray to separate organic from
inorganic

Acid
More
pictograms on
lebel?

YES

Go
to B

YES

Go
to B

YES

Go
to C

NO

NO

Organic or
inorganic
base?

contains
‘causes severe skin
burns and eye
damage’?

YES

YES

Inorganic base
Organic base

Keep out of reach of non authorised people
(locked away)
Locked
ventilated
cabinet
(corrosive
compatible)
Locked
standard
wooden
ventilated
cabinet
Retention tray to separate organic and
inorganic

STOP

Base

B

Inorganic base
Organic base

NO

Ventilated
storage
cabinet
(corrosive
compatible)
Standard wooden ventilated cabinet
Retention tray to separate organic and
inorganic

More
pictograms on
lebel?

NO

STOP

YES

begins with ‘Fatal’
or ‘Toxic’?

YES

Acute Toxicity

Keep out of reach of non authorised people
(locked away)
 Locked ventilated storage cabinet

CMR/STOT

Keep out of reach of non authorised people
(locked away)
 Locked ventilated storage cabinet

NO

contains ‘may
cause genetic
defects’, ‘cancer’,
‘may damage
fertility’ or ‘causes
damage to
organs’?

NO

C

YES

Acute Toxicity /
CMR/STOT

NO

YES

contains ‘very
toxic to aquatic
life with long
lasting effects’?

YES

NO

Do you have
more than
1Kg?

NO

YES

More
pictograms on
lebel?

 ventilated storage cabinet

NO

Harmful /
Hazardous to the
environment

Keep out of reach of non authorised people
(locked away)
 Locked ventilated storage cabinet

Harmful /
Hazardous to the
environment

 Storage outside ventilated cupborad

No storage
pictogram
required

STOP

